Bloomberg
Convertibles

Press ☞ after each command to run the function

* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

News
N The main BLOOMBERG NEWS menu
TOP Display top BLOOMBERG NEWS® stories
READ View Bloomberg's most read news
NSE News search engine
AV Search for multimedia broadcasts
NI Display news/research for a topic
TNI News search
MNI Most read news stories by topic
NI EQL Find news on equity-linked securities
MNI EQL Most read convertibles news

Economic Statistics & Surveys
WECO Access a world economic calendar menu
ECST Find world economic statistics
ESNP Find global economic statistics summaries

Research
BR Access Bloomberg Research categories
MRKT Locate contributor pages
CBMU View the convertible main menu

Broad Market Monitors
WEI Monitor world equity indices
MOST Most active securities
WB Display/analyze/compare bond data
IM Country monitors
FXIP Access the Bloomberg FX homepage
CBQ Market summary by country
IBQ Market summary by industry
NIM5 Monitor international bond offerings
BLP Build custom monitors in Launchpad

Customization/Defaults
BBXL Bloomberg calculations in Microsoft® Excel
XCBV Convertible bond valuation spreadsheet
PDF Set personal defaults
CSDF Convertible valuation defaults

Search Engines
CVMN Convertible search
SRCH Structured products search engine
QSRC Generate custom equity searches

Convertible Valuation
DES Display detailed bond information
CNVG Convertible analysis
CVS Convertible price behaviour
OVCV Price convertible bonds using a credit-adjusted Black Scholes model
YA Calculate yield analysis
PPCR Create securities for pricing and valuation

Pricing
*ALLQ Monitor market information
PCS Set proprietary pricing provider defaults
TACT TRACE reported pricing & volume

Share Information
HVG Graph historical price/yield volatilities
HRH Graph a historical return histogram
CVM Convertible table
TRMS Measure volatility for entire term structure
GV Multi security volatility chart
DVD Access dividend/split information
EE I View estimated dividends and earnings
BDVD Bloomberg dividend forecast
*CN Display company news and research
*MCN Company-specific most-read news stories

Portfolio Analysis
PRTU Manage portfolios
BBU Upload Portfolios
PREP Distribution/breakdown of your portfolio
VAR Display value at risk

Miscellaneous
BU BLOOMBERG UNIVERSITY® - Training resources
WRAP What's New on Bloomberg
BERY Bloomberg on your BlackBerry® device